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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider differential relations of the form 
x’ E F(t, x), (1.1) 
where F is a multifunction that is defined on a suitable subset I x B of R”+l 
and takes values in the family of nonempty, compact but not necessarily convex, 
subsets of KY. Assuming that F is continuous with respect to X, the existence 
of solutions for (1.1) has been proved recently by several different techniques 
[l-6]. In particular, in [l] a selection theorem is first established, which yields 
the existence of a solution of (1.1) as a direct consequence of Schauder’s fixed- 
point theorem. 
Our present aim is to prove an existence theorem for lower continuous 
differential relations. Lower continuous orientor fields often arise in control 
theory. Namely, if 
x’ = f(t, x, u), UE@, (1.2) 
describes a control system, we may ask about solutions t -+ x(t, u(t)) of (1.2) 
for which x’(t, U) belongs a.e. to the closureF*(t, r) of the set of extreme points of 
qt, x) = (f(t, x, 24): u E 4%). 
Clearly, it F is HausdortI continuous and compact valued, F* is lower continuou: . 
In the linear case, this subject had a deep investigation leading to the bang- 
bang principle. In the general case nothing can be said unless some solutions for 
x’ E F*(t, x) 
are provided. Now let CL&.) denote a measure, for instance, a probability 
distribution on the values u’(t, x) of derivatives U’ at (t, x). If pt.% depends on 
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(t, x) in a weakly continuous way, and some fixed compact X contains the support 
of pts2 for all 2 and x, then the mapping 
(4 4 + SuPP(ll.t.z) 
affords another example of a lower continuous field. 
The proof of our existence theorem is similiar in the main lines to the one 
written in [l] for the continuous case. For each absolutely continuous U: I -+ Iw 
we consider the set G(u) of the integrable mappings w such that s(t) sF(t, u(t)) 
at almost each t E I. The mapping u -+ G(U) is then lower continuous. Our 
main theorem states that G admits a continuous selection. If G takes only convex 
values, this theorem becomes a consequence of a well-known result of Michael 
[8]. In the general case G(u) is not convex; however, we can still define some kind 
of combinations of arbitrary elements w1 ,..., V~ of G(u): the mappings v such 
that, for some measurable partition (J1 ,..., Jm) of I, a(t) = a,(t) iff tEJi, 
(i = l,..., m). Clearly e, E G(u). This property of G, together with accurate 
choices of the aforementioned partitions, based upon a systematic use of con- 
tinuous partitions of unity, enables us to construct a suitable sequence of 
approximate selections. The limit of this sequence is shown to exist and to be 
a continuous selection. This fact allows us to deduce the existence of solutions 
for (1.1) by means of Schauder’s theorem. 
2. NOTATIONS AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Throughout this paper we consider a mapping F defined in a compact subset 
R of aBn+l, with values in the family camp X of nonempty compact subsets of 
a bounded subspace X of [w”. For simplicity, we assume that XC [w” is a closed 
ball with center at the origin and radius M > 0, and that R = I x B, where 
B C R” is a closed ball with center at the origin and radius b > 0, and where I 
is the nondegenerate closed interval [0, TJ, with T < b/M. 
We use the symbol d(*, =) for the metric in point-spaces, such as R and X 
and use D(*, *) for the Hausdorff distance in camp X. We write d(x, A) for the 
distance inf{d(x, a); a E A} from the point x to the set A, d(A) for the diameter 
of the set A, and B[A, l ] for the closed ball {b: d(b, A) < E} of radius E > 0 
about the set A. CL(.) denotes the Lebesgue measure on 1. Recall that a mapping 
F: R -+ camp X is lower continuous iff 
Vq, E R, V(E > 0, 36 > 0: d(z, x0) < 6 =s F(q,) C B[F(z), c]. (2.1) 
Let %? and 9 denote the Banach spaces of continuous and Lebesgue integrable 
mappings of I into IW*, respectively, and define Z as the family of absolutely 
continuous mappings u: I ---f Iw” such that u(0) = 0 and 11 u’(t)11 < M at almost 
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every t E I. % is known,to be a nonempty, compact and convex subset of V. 
Finally, for any u E X, we define G(u) by 
G(u) = {v E 59: v(t) EF(~, u(t)) a.e. in I}. (2.2) 
Some results on G(u) will be given in the next section. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
PROPOSITION 1. Let F be lower continuous, u, E K, E > 0 and E’ > 0. Then 
there exists a p > 0 and a compact EC I such that 
~(1 - E) < e’s (3-l) 
II u - uo II < P 3 W, uo(t)) C WV> 4th 4 VtEE, Vu’uE. (3.2) 
Proof. The mapping t + F(t, uo(t) is lower continuous, hence measurable. 
According to [9], a compact EC I can be found, with &- E) f E’, such 
that the restriction of the map t -+ F(t, q,(t)) to E is continuous. Hence for 
some u > 0 
I t, - t, I < u * WV, 9 uo(hhF@, > UoW)) < 4, Vt, , t, E E, (3.3) 
and we can cover the compact set E, = ((t, u&t)): t E E> C R with a finite 
number of open balls (Bi)IGls,,b with centers at the points ci = (ti , u,(Q) 
and radii pi , where, for 1 Q i < m, ti E E, pI < 0, and 
46 x), (ti , uo(ti)>> < pi 3 F(ti , %,(ti)) C W(t, 4,421, V(t, x) E R. (3.4) 
Clearly, if t E E and (t, X) E Bi for some i, then 
F(t, u,(t)) C B[F(ti , u&i)), 41 C B[F(t, -4, 4 (3.5) 
We can now choose a p > 0 for which 
Wo,plC(j Bi, (3.6) 
i=l 
so that condition (3.2) holds. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let F be lower continuous. Then, for any u E X, G(u) is 
a nonempty closed, and bounded s&et of 64l. Moreover, the mapping u -+ G(u) 
is lower continuous. 
Proof. Being measurable, the mapping t --f F(t, u(t)) admits some measurable 
selection f (see [7]), w IC is an element of G(u). Hence G(U) # a. Let now h’ h 
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(f&r be a sequence of functions in G(U) that converges to 3 in the p-norm. 
This implies that, for a suitable subsequence ( fmk), 
a.e. in I, 
so that J(t) EF(~, u(t)) a.e., because F(t, u(t)) is closed. Thus 3~ G(u). The 
boundedness of G(u) is obvious. 
Finally, let u,, E S and E > 0 be given. According to Proposition 1, we can 
choose a p > 0 and a compact set EC I that satisfy 
p(I - E) < +lM, 
(3.8) 
II u - uo II < P 3 W, u,,(t)) Z WV, 4th +Tl, BEE, QuE~?. 
Take now any f0 E G(u,) and any u E X, with (1 u - u. )I < p. Our last thesis 
will be proved if we exhibit an f E G(u) such that )I f - f. I( < E. To do this, we 
define a measurable mapping H: I -+ camp X as follows: 
H(t) = F(t, u(t)) n WfoW>, l Tl if tEE, 
= W, u(t)) if t$E, 
(3.9) 
and we select a measurable f: I -+ X such thatf(t) E H(t) for all t E I. Clearly 
llf -folL = j)lf(t) -fo(t)lldt + s,, IIf -foWlldt 
< T . t-/2T + 2M . 42M = C. 
Q.E.D. 
4. A SELECTION THEOREM 
THEOREM 1. Let F: R + camp X be lower continuous. Then there exists 
a continuous mapping g: S ---f 59 such that, for every u E S, we have g(u)(t) E 
F(t, u(t)) at almost every t E I. 
Otherwise stated, if F is lower continuous, then the lower continuous set- 
valued mapping G defined by (2.2) admits a continuous selection. 
We begin our proof by constructing an approximating sequence of mappings 
(gJ,+,, from X to 59, in such a way that the following recursive conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a), g, is continuous, 
(b)% Vu E X, @V*(u)) < 2-*, where 
W,(u) = {t E I: d (g,(u)(t), F(t, u(t))) > it4 * 2-“}, (4.1) 
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(c)~ Vu E X, ,u((t E I: d( g,(u)(t), g,_&)(t)) > M * 2-“+l}) < 2-“+5, 
(d)n 36, > 0 such that, if V c S and d(V) < 6, , then 
CL (,lr, w) < 2-“+1, (4.2) 
and 
p({t E I: 324, w E v; g,(u)(t) # g&)(t)}) < 2-“+s. (4.3) 
Define go(u)(t) = 0 for every u E .X and every t E 1. Conditions (a),, to (d)O 
are then trivially fulfilled. Let now g,-r be constructed. Choose 6,-r in such a 
way that the condition in (d),-r is satisfied. For each u E X, by Proposition 1, 
we have a p = p(u) > 0 and a compact set E = E(u) C I for which 
0 < P(U) < L/2, (4.4) 
cL(I - E(u)) < 2-“9 (4.5) 
4x, u(t)) < P(U) =+ W, u(t)) C B[F(t, 4, M * 2-9, Vt E E(u). (4.6) 
Since X is compact, it can be covered with a finite number of open balls ( Ut)ifigm 
with centers at some points ui and radii pi = p(ui). Construct now a continuous 
partition of unity (pJr~~+ subordinate to the covering (UJ. For each i, choose 
vi E G(uJ such that 
4@), gn-&4(t)) < 2-“+l * M, vt f# wn-l@d. (4.7) 
The proof of Proposition 2 shows that this is possible. In analogy with [l], 
we shall defineg, lettingg,(u)(t) coincide with vi(t) whenever t E Ji(u), where the 
sets (Ji(u)),GiGm form a partition of I and have measures proportional to the 
coefficients p,(u). The fulfillment of (a)n to (d)n requires a very careful con- 
struction of the sets Ji(u). 
Recalling (4.6), for 1 < i < m we define 
Ai+ = E(u,), A,- = I\Ai+. (4.8) 
By (4.5) we have 
/L(A~+) > T - 2-“, p(Ai-) < 2-“. 
Let rnk be the family of m-vectors X = (A, ,..., A,) such that 
(4.9) 
gl 4 = T, O<hi<T (i = l,..., ?rz). 
For X E r”, we construct the partition (J,(h),..., In(h)) inductively as follows: 
Let J&r) be defined for any k < i. Then we set 
yi(A) = I\u .fkdx)* 
k<i 
Y,+(A) = Y,(A) n Ai+, Y,-(A) = Yi(A) n Ai-. 
(4.10) 
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We define a mapping vi,* from Y,(h) to 08 by the condition 
v%.A@) = API tl fJ yi+w if t E Yi+(h), 
= /-4P, tl fl yi-(9 + PbQfW) if t E Y,-(A), 
(4.11) 
and take JQ) to be the inverse image of the interval [0, Ai]: 
JO) = P)im u. (4.12) 
For u ES and 1 ,( i < m we now define Y,(U), q+,J and Ii(u) as given 
by (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12), respectively, for A = (7’ . PI(U),..., T * p,(n)). 
Finally we define 
(4.13) 
where x[J~(u)] is the characteristic function of J8(u). 
We claim that conditions (a), to (d), hold. 
Let us start proving (b)n . If u E X and t E Ji(u) n Ai+ for some i, then 
(4.6) shows that t $ W,(U). Hence 
K&4 C tJ (J&4 n &-). (4.14) 
lQ<na 
We shall deduce (b)n by showing that 
P (,;<, U&4 n A+)) b T - 2-“. (4.15) 
. . 
The P)~,% are measure preserving mappings; thus 
PUM) = T * ~44 (1 < i ,( m). (4.16) 
By construction, we also have 
p(Ji(u) n A,+) > inf{T * p,(u), P(Y~+(u)} 2 inf{T * p,(u), ~(Yi(u)) - 2?. 
(4.17) 
Let v be the smallest integer for which 
gv Pi(u) > 1 - zenIT. 
If Z’ < Y, by (4.18) T . p,(u) < p( Y,(U) - 22”; thus (4.17) implies 
(4.18) 
&(u) n A,‘-) = T . P,(U). (4.19) 
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Furthermore, by (4.18), T * p”(u) > T - 2-” - Xi<” T * pi(u), and from (4.17) 
we infer 
/L(]&) n A,+) > T - 2-” - 1 T . pi(u). (4.20) 
i<V 
Summing (4.19) with (4.20), we obtain 
which proves (4.15). 
To deduce (c)~, for u E Z, call Y(U) the set of indices i such that p,(u) is strictly 
positive. Because of (4.4), 11 ui - u I] < 6,-r/2 for any i E Y(U) hence the set 
{u, ui : i E Y(u)} has a diameter smaller than 6,-r , and (d),-r provides the 
existence of two sets Nr , Na C I such that 
and 
p(M1) < 2-n+2, p(4) < 2-n+1, (4.22) 
4 2 tJ 
( 
wn-l(“i) 9 (4.23) 
PELT’(U) 1 
‘5%l(W) = &a-1W) for any iEq4), t $N,. (4.24) 
Let t 4 Jr/; u Na . Then g,(u)(t) = vi(t) for some i E Y(U); furthermore, by 
(4.7) and (4.23), d@,(t), g,Jui)(t)) < M . 2-“fl, and by (4.24), g,&)(t) = 
g,-l(u)(t). Hence d( g,(u)(t), gnel(u)(t)) < M * 2++l, which yields (c)~ , 
because ~(4 u &‘iJ < 2-n+3. 
We come now to the proof of (d)n . For V C P and d(V) < S, we consider 
the set A C I of the points assigned to different Ji’s by two suitable elements 
of v: 
By setting 
A = {t EI: 3, 3x, A’ E v; t E J,(h), t rj$ J,(X)>. (4.25) 
A, = {t EI: 3, h’ E Ir; t E J&q, t $i J&‘)}, (4.26) 
sothatA =&AL, it can be seen by induction that &iK) < k * 6, hence 
p(A) < m2. 6. (4.27) 
From (4.27) and the equicontinuity of the family of mappings ( pi)rGiGm we 
infer the existence of a 6, > 0 such that V C .X and A(V) < 6, imply 
p({t EI: 3, , 324, w E v; t E J&4), t $I! J(w)}) < 2.4, (4.28) 
505/37/w 
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which immediately yields (4.3). Furthermore, using (4.14) and (4.28) we obtain 
CL (u W”)) d CL (UJ g1 (Jib4 n A-))) G 2-“+1. (4.29) 
!dY 
Finally, (a), is seen to be a consequence of (4.27) and of the equicontinuity 
of the mappings ( A)~G+ . 
We have thus proved the existence of an approximating sequence (g,J with 
the desired properties. For any u E x, (b)n , and (c)~ show that 
d&(u), G(u)) < 2-” . T . M + 2-” ’ 2M, (4.30) 
d(g,(u), g&u)) < 2-“+l . T . M + 2-n+3 . 2M, (4.3 1) 
where d(*, .) is the distance induced by the norm in 8l. By (4.31), for each 
u E .Y ( gn(u))n20 is a Cauchy sequence. Then the completeness of 9’l provides 
the existence of a limit g(u) E 9. The mapping u --f g(u), being a uniform limit 
of continuous mappings, is also continuous. Moreover, by (4.30), 
;+% 4g,(4, G(u)) = 0. (4.32) 
Thus g(u) E G(u), b ecause G(u) is closed, and our proof is complete. 
Remark. The lower continuity ofF from the product space I x B to camp X, 
assumed in the preceding proof, cannot be replaced by the lower continuity 
of F with respect to the variables t and x: separately, because this assumption 
does not provide the measurability of the composite mappings t + F(t, u(t)), 
for u E .%. 
Nevertheless, it can be seen that the hypothesis of Theorem 1 can be somewhat 
weakened; in fact the following can be proved: 
Let V~JK~~ be a countable measurable covering of I. If the restriction of F 
to each product space Ik x B is lower continuous, then the conclusion of 
Theorem 1 still holds. 
5. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
THEOREM 2. If F: R --+ camp X is lower continuous, there exists an absolutely 
continuous mapping ti of I into W such that G(O) = 0 and G’(t) EF(~, a(t)) at 
almost every t E I. 
Indeed, Theorem 1 enables us to construct a continuous mappingg: Z -+ 91 
such that, for each u E .%?, g(u)(t) E F(t, u(t)) at almost every t E I. For each 
u E Z, let h(u) be the mapping of I into (w” defined by 
(5.1) 
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Clearly, h is a continuous mapping of % into itself. Hence, by Schauder’s 
theorem, there exists a point Ez E x for which z’i = h(d) i.e., 12(t) = h(G)(t) 
at every t E I. This implies §(O) = 0 and zi’(t) = g(a)(t) EF(~, d(t)) at almost 
every t E I. 
COROLLARY. Let F: R -+ camp X be continuous. Then there exists an absolutely 
continuous mapping ti: I -+ IFP such that 4(O) = 0 and G’(t) E F*(t, a(t)) at almost 
every t E I, where F*(t, x) denotes the closure of the set of extreme points of F(t, x). 
Namely, the mapping (t, LV) -+ F*(t, z) is lower continuous. 
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